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Geneva Worldwide provides a full range of language services to meet the multilingual communication needs of its clients in numerous industries. Geneva offers translation, interpreting, transcription, typesetting and localization services in more than 180 languages.

Since the Projetex employment, the translation project management system has proved to be an excellent solution for all of the company’s translation needs. The emphasis on quality, timeliness, and long-standing client relationships has made Geneva Worldwide a leader in foreign-language communications. And Projetex was able to offer its workflow optimizing and time-saving features to supply the company principles.

During more than 25 years of continuous growth, Geneva Worldwide has successfully accomplished many translation projects and has gained the impressive list of long-standing clients. Projetex allowed the company to store the entire client, freelance and project information in a centralized area and appeared exceptionally easy-to-use, turning the process of searching for and editing the necessary data into the matter of seconds.

The great experience Geneva Worldwide has gained over the years has resulted in the company’s specific time-proven workflow solutions. Projetex, an extremely user-friendly workflow management tool, has allowed Geneva Worldwide to alter the system to cater to the company needs, such as personal folder structures and a quality control numbering system. On the other hand, Geneva Worldwide found that the customizable folder structure provided a drastic increase in efficiency and file consistency. It is now possible to customize all aspects of the system to the company requirements, or simply use the General Information section to write any necessary notes.

For Geneva Worldwide, Projetex has made the fast-paced translation work environment simple.
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